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Abstract

Consider the conditionally independent hierarchical model (CIHM) where observations y are independently distributed from f (y  ), the parameters  are independently
distributed from distributions g( ), and the hyperparameters  are distributed according to a distribution h(). The posterior distribution of all parameters of the CIHM can
be eciently simulated by Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithms. Although
these simulation algorithms have facilitated the application of CIHM's, they generally
have not addressed the problem of computing quantities useful in model selection. This
paper explores how MCMC simulation algorithms and other related computational algorithms can be used to compute Bayes factors that are useful in criticizing a particular
CIHM. In the case where the CIHM models a belief that the parameters are exchangeable or lie on a regression surface, the Bayes factor can measure the consistency of
the data with the structural prior belief. Bayes factors can also be used to judge the
suitability of particular assumptions in CIHM's including the choice of link function,
the nonexistence or existence of outliers, and the prior belief in exchangeability. The
methods are illustrated in the situation where a CIHM is used to model structural prior
information about a set of binomial probabilities.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The conditionally independent hierarchical model
This paper considers the general problem of model criticism and testing within the context of
a conditionally independent hierarchical model (CIHM). Suppose independent observations

y = (y1; :::; yn) are observed, where yi is distributed according to the density f (yiji) with
unknown parameter i . Suppose that the set of n parameters  = f1 ; :::; ng are believed
a priori to satisfy some structural relationship, such as exchangeability or, more generally,
a belief that they lie on a particular lower dimensional regression surface. One can model
this belief by assuming that fi g are independently distributed, where i is distributed
from a prior density p(i j) where  are hyperparameters common to all of the n prior
distributions. The model speci cation is completed by assigning a prior distribution p()
to the unknown set of hyperparameters. General discussions of hierarchical models are
contained in Berger (1985, Chapter 4), Lindley and Smith (1972) and Morris (1983a).
One particular class of CIHM's can be de ned by taking the sampling density f (yj)
to be a member of an exponential family (Morris, 1983b, Albert, 1988, Kass and Ste ey,
1989, Lu, 1992). In particular, suppose that the yi are independently distributed from an
exponential family density f (yi ji) with mean i. Suppose that the i are believed a priori
to satisfy the generalized linear model g (i) = i = xTi , where g is a known link function
mapping the mean i to the real valued parameter i and is an unknown regression parameter vector. One can model a belief in this regression structure by taking i independently
distributed from N (xTi ;  2) distributions and then assigning the hyperparameters ( ;  2)
a known distribution p( ;  2) .
This paper focuses on the following binomial exchangeable model. Suppose that the

yi are independently distributed from binomial(ni ; pi) distributions with sample sizes ni
2

and probabilities of success pi . Reparameterize the probabilities pi to the logits i =
log(pi=(1 ? pi )). To model the belief that the pi are exchangeable, the i are assumed to be
a random sample from a N (;  2) distribution and (;  2) are assigned a prior at the second
stage.
In this paper, this exchangeable model is used in two applications. In an example from
Tsutakawa et al (1985), one is interested in simultaneously estimating cancer mortality
rates from a number of cities in Missouri. The incidence of cancer is not believed to vary
signi cantly between cities and the use of the exchangeable model appears plausible. In
a second example, one wishes to estimate the proportions of correct answers on di erent
items of a mathematics placement test. Since all of the questions cover basic algebra and
trigonometry skills, one might expect that the probabilities of correct response on di erent
items to be similar, and therefore the exchangeable assumption again seems reasonable.
In the twenty years since the introduction of the normal hierarchical model by Lindley
and Smith (1972), CIHM's have been shown to be a useful model structure for combining
information from related experiments (see Gaver et al, 1992, for a recent review of applications). In addition, a number of new computational techniques have been developed for
summarizing posterior distributions in this class of models. For example, Albert (1988)
and Kass and Ste ey (1989) illustrate computations using the Laplace method and, more
recently, Gelfand and Smith (1990) and Gelfand, et al (1990) illustrate the use of Monte
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) algorithms in obtaining samples from the joint posterior
distribution of CIHM's. Albert and Chib (1993) and Dellaportas and Smith (1993) have
developed MCMC algorithms for particular exponential family distributions which can be
generalized in a straightforward way to the CIHM.
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1.2 Model criticism
Despite the attractiveness of the CIHM, it should be recognized that any posterior inference is made conditional on the collection of assumptions implicit in the modeling. These
assumptions are typically made for convenience. For example, parametric forms may be
selected on the basis of conjugacy or because are the chosen forms simplify the tting procedure. A link function, such as the logit, may be chosen, so that the transformed parameters
are easy to interpret.
These modeling assumptions, however, should be made with caution. It is possible
that the patterns of the observed data may be inconsistent with the model and one has to
think of alternative assumptions that provide a better t. Note that the parameters fi g in
the basic exchangeable CIHM are assumed to be conditionally independent and identically
distributed. This assumption does not appear to be tenable from a preliminary analysis
of the cancer mortality rates since a few of the observed mortality rates have unusually
large values. As a result, it is of interest to examine an alternative model for the rates
that permits the occurrence of a few outliers. Another concern relates the choice of the
link function and whether the logit link is appropriate for this data. In the context of the
placement data set, the observed proportions of correct answers appear to cluster into two
groups, corresponding to the easy and dicult questions. In this case, it may be preferable
to t a \two-group" exchangeable model in which questions within a particular group are
believed exchangeable. In both applications, it is dicult to specify the second-stage prior
for (;  2). Thus, any particular choice of prior is at best a rough match to one's prior
beliefs. Thus it is of interest to investigate the sensitivity of the inference with respect to
the choice of functional form or hyperparameters for the second stage prior.
In situations where there are plausible alternative models, the Bayesian paradigm pro4

vides a useful methodology for assessing the sensitivity to model assumptions and for criticizing di erent assumptions. Suppose that there exist K possible models, M1 ; :::; MK,
for the observed data. Associated with Mk , let k denote the parameter vector and
let fk (yjk ) and k (k ) denote the respective sampling density and prior density. If
the prior density is given by

PK

k=1 k k (k );

where k is the prior probability of model
P
Mk , then by Bayes rule, the posterior density is given by Kk=1 k (y)k (k jy); where

k (k jy) = Ck k (k )fk (yjk ) is the posterior density of the unknown parameter conditional on model Mk and k (y) is the posterior probability of model Mk . The collection
of posterior densities fk (k jy); k = 1; :::; K g is useful in investigating the sensitivity of
inferences with respect to changes in the model assumptions, and the posterior model probabilities f k (y)g are helpful in criticizing particular sets of assumptions (see Kass and Raftery,
1995, for a recent review of the use of this method in comparing models, and Carlin and
Chib, 1995, for a MCMC model indicator algorithm to estimate k (y)).

1.3 Comparing xed and random e ects models
Given a particular CIHM, the focus above is to criticize the assumptions by means of mixture
models. A perhaps more fundamental issue is whether the observed data is consistent with
the prior belief in the regression structure. In the exchangeable case, one wishes to decide
between the xed-e ects model, where i are all equal and the random e ects model where
the i are di erent. In the cancer mortality data set, one questions if the mortality rates
di er between cities. To construct a Bayesian test of the xed-e ects model, note that as
the hyperparameter  2 approaches 0, the prior distribution concentrates on the regression
surface g (i) = xTi . The xed-e ects hypothesis is equivalent to the hypothesis H that

 2 = 0 . One can test H against the alternative hypothesis K that  2 takes some positive
value 02 by means of the Bayes factor BKH = m(yj02)=m(yj0), where m(yj 2) is the
5

marginal probability of the data for a xed value of the hyperparameter  2 . One can assess
the goodness of t of the reduced model i = xTi by computing the Bayes factor for a
sequence of values of 02 (see Kass and Raftery, 1995 for a review of the use of Bayes factors).

1.4 Outline of the paper
In Section 2, a MCMC scheme for comparing models is illustrated for the CIHM. Using the
conditional independence structure of the model, a simple MCMC algorithm is proposed to
estimate a regression CIHM with particular emphasis on the exchangeable situation. With
the exchangeable model as the base, three types of model perturbations | scale-in ated
mixture distributions, partial exchangeability, and mixture link models | are introduced
and, in each case, a MCMC algorithm is outlined to perform model diagnostics with respect
to the perturbation. A model indicator algorithm is also developed for the case where one
is uncertain about the speci cation of the second stage prior distribution of the hierarchical
exchangeable model.
Section 3 discusses the use of simulation methods in deriving a Bayesian test for a
reduced regression model. A MCMC model indicator algorithm is developed that permits
movement between the xed and random e ects models. The Bayes factor is obtained from
the simulated posterior distribution of  2 . Section 4 contains illustrations and Section 5
some brief concluding remarks.

2 Model diagnostics using MCMC in an exchangeable model
2.1 A MCMC algorithm to t a hierarchical regression model

Consider the following three-stage CIHM which is useful in modeling the belief that a set
of n parameters from a exponential family distribution satisfy a regression structure:
1. yi ji independent from f (yi ji), where i = E (yi)
6

2. i = g (i) are independent from N (xTi ;  2)
3. ( ;  2) are independent with distributed N ( 0 ; B0?1 ) and  2 distributed IG (a; b).
In the above model description, f is a particular member of the exponential family
such as the binomial, Poisson, or gamma, i is the mean of the ith observation, and g is a
known link function which maps the support of the mean parameter into the real line. To
model the belief that the i satisfy a regression structure, the transformed parameters i are
taken to be independent from normal distributions with mean parameters xTi and common
variance parameter  2 . In the nal stage of the CIHM, the unknown hyperparameters are
assigned independent multivariate normal and inverse gamma distributions with known
hyperparameter values.
Due to the conditional independence structure of this model, it is straightforward to
construct a MCMC simulation algorithm to generate variates from the joint posterior distribution of (fi g; ;  2). Conditional on the parameters and  2 , 1 ; :::; n have independent
posterior distributions with i distributed according to the density proportional to

f (yi jh(i ))(i; xTi ;  2);
where  = h() is the inverse link function and ( ; ;  2) is the normal density function.
Let  and X denote the vector of real-valued parameters and regression matrix, respectively.
Then by combining stages 2 and 3 of the model, one sees that the hyperparameters and

 2 have the following conditional distributions:

jfig;  2; y distributed N ( ^; B1?1)
 2jfig; ; y distributed IG (a + n=2; b + 21

where ^ = B1?1 ( 0 + X T  ?2 ) and

B1 =

n
X

( i ?xTi )2);

i=1
B0 + X T X ?2: The

structure of the above

conditional posterior distributions suggests a simple MCMC scheme. Given a initial guess
7

at the hyperparameters ;  2, use n independent Metropolis steps (Tierney, 1994, Chib
and Greenberg, 1995) to simulate values of the transformed means i . In the applications
discussed here, a random walk chain was used with the increment density N (0; c), where
the standard deviation c is approximately twice the standard deviation of the density being
simulated. (From empirical work, if the density is approximately normally distributed,
then it appears that this method will accept candidates with probability 0.5). Next, given
the simulated values of the i , simulate ;  2 from the above normal and inverse gamma
distributions, where one is conditioning on the most recently simulated values. This cycle
simulates a Markov Chain which converges to the joint posterior distribution of fi g; ;  2.
After discarding a set of burn-in iterations, the remaining simulated sample is taken as a
sample from the joint posterior distribution. For the examples of this paper, the burn-in
time appeared to relatively short, and the posterior calculations were based on a simulated
sample of 5000 iterations.
In the special case in which one is modeling a belief in exchangeability, stages 2 and 3
of the hierarchical model are replaced by the assumptions that, at the second stage, the i
are a random sample from a N (;  2) distribution and, at the third stage,  and  2 have
independent N (0 ; 2 ) and IG (a; b) distributions. In the following, this will be referred to
as the \basic" exchangeable model. In this case, the hyperparameters  and  2 have the
following conditional distributions:

n= 2 + 0 =2
2
2 ?1
jfig;  2; y distributed N n= 2 + 1=
2 ; (n= + 1= )
 2jfi g; ; y distributed

n
X
1
IG (a + n=2; b + 2 (i?)2 ):
i=1
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2.2 Outlier and partial exchangeable models
As described in Section 1, suppose that one wishes to perturb the basic exchangeable model
by replacing particular components by discrete mixtures which re ect alternative models
or directions in which the model can fail. First, suppose that one or more of the i are
outlying in the sense that their locations are located far from the locations of the main
group of parameters. A simple scale-multiple outlier model (Gastwirth and Cohen, 1970) is
obtained by assuming that the i are a priori independently distributed from the mixture
density

(i j;  2) = (1 ? pi )(i; ;  2) + pi(i; ; K 2); K > 1:
This density re ects the prior belief that, with probability pi , the i th component i is
outlying. Typically, one chooses K to be equal to 2 or 3 and sets pi equal to a small
number, re ecting the prior belief that outliers are unlikely to occur.
The above MCMC scheme can be modi ed in a straightforward manner to incorporate
this outlier model. Let Ai denote the scalar multiple of the variance corresponding to
the component i . A priori Ai is equal to the values 1 and K with known probabilities
1 ? pi and pi , respectively. The posterior distributions of i , , and  2, conditional on all
remaining parameters including Ai follow the expressions given above with the variance  2
of i replaced by Ai  2 . Finally, the full conditional posterior distribution of Ai is discrete on
the values 1 and K with probabilities proportional to (1 ? pi )(i ; ;  2) and pi (i ; ; K 2);
respectively (see also Guttman and Schollnik, 1994).
The above outlier model is one particular deviation from the assumption that the i are
exchangeable. Another deviation from exchangeability is a belief in partial exchangeability,
which states that the i can be partitioned into a number of groups such that, within
each group, the parameters are exchangeable. With this assumption, one is interested in
9

shrinking the observations towards a central value in each group. (This behavior is termed
multiple shrinkage by George, 1986 and O'Hagan, 1988. Consonni and Veronese, 1995,
describe an alternative method of implementing partial exchangeability for binomial data.)
Speci cally, suppose that the partitioning is into a known number G of groups and let the
random variable gi denote the unknown group membership of i (gi = 1; :::; G). Describe
the partition as  = ((1); :::; (G)), where (j ) = fi such that gi = j g. Suppose that a priori

i belongs to group j with probability pij , where

P

j pij

= 1:

Write the elements of the j th group as (j ) = (j 1 ; :::; jnj ). Assume that a priori the (j )
are independent and, within the j th group, the jh are exchangeable. This exchangeability
assumption can be modeled as above by letting j 1 ; :::; jnj be a random sample from a

N (j ; j2) and taking j ; j2 independent from known N (mj ; j ) and IG (aj ; bj ) distributions,
respectively.
In this problem the unknown parameters consist of the i , the group memberships gi,
and the second stage parameters (j ; j2), which describe the locations of the G groups. A
MCMC sampling scheme is constructed by alternately simulating from the i and second
stage parameters conditional on the group memberships, and the group memberships conditional on all remaining parameters. If the group memberships are known, then the  has
been partitioned into the G groups. The jh , j , and j2 have the following conditional
distributions:
1. jh distributed from f (yjh jh(jh ))(jh ; j ; j2)
2. j distributed N



Phnj

jh =j2+mj =
nj =j2+1= j

=1


nj = 2 + 1= j ?1

j ?

;



P j
3. j2 distributed IG (aj + nj =2; bj + 12 nh=1
(jh ? j )2) .

To complete one cycle of the Gibbs sampler, one needs to simulate the group member10

ships. Conditional on all remaining parameters, the group membership gi of i is discrete
on the integers 1, 2,:::, G with probabilities proportional to fpij (i ; j ; j2); j = 1; :::; Gg.

2.3 Di erent link functions
Another assumption of the basic exchangeable model is that the mean parameters i are
connected to the real-valued parameters i by the known link function g . To investigate
the appropriateness of the choice of g , one can imbed this choice of link within a family
of links i = g(i ), where  is an element of a discrete set f1; :::; Lg. For example, in
the binomial case where i is a proportion, one can consider the class of symmetric link
functions (Aranda-Ordaz, 1981)
 (1 ? i)
;
T(i) = 2 i ?
+ (1 ?  )
i

i

where the choices  = 0; 1 correspond to the use of logistic and linear links, respectively,
and a probit link corresponds approximately to the value  = :39. The choice of this family
of links can not be done arbitrarily, since an exchangeable prior is placed on the i , and
so the family needs to be de ned so that the function g (i) has approximately the same
location for di erent values of . The choice of link family for the binomial problem has
this characteristic. Values of  close to .5 are mapped to  values about 0 and the di erent
values of  re ect di erences in the function for values of  close to 0 or 1.
A MCMC scheme is derivable by a simple modi cation of the scheme for the basic
exchangeable model (see also Carlin and Polson, 1991, for a similar method in regression models). The values of i are generated independently from densities proportional to

f (yi jh (i ))(i; ;  2), where h(i) is the inverse link transformation. Values of the second stage parameters  and  2 are generated just in the basic exchangeable case. Lastly,
one generates a value of the link function parameter  by simulating from the discrete
Q
distribution fj g with probabilities proportional to fpj ni=1 f (yi jhj (i )g.
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2.4 Alternative second-stage priors
In the basic exchangeable model, one is also concerned about the assessment of the priors
for the second stage parameters  and  2 . The assumptions of independence of the two
parameters and assignments of normal and inverse gamma functional forms are made primarily for convenience. A user may wish to use alternative priors for (;  2). One may wish
to investigate the sensitivity of the posterior analysis for i across changes in the prior for
the second stage parameters. In addition, one is interested in model criticism. Are there
particular choices of the prior distribution which are more consistent with the observed
data?
In general, suppose that the user has L alternative priors for (;  2). The prior distribution can be represented as the discrete mixture  (;  2) =

PL

j =1 pj j (; 

2);

where the

j () represent the di erent priors and the pj are the prior probabilities of the L models.
If one was solely interested in comparing di erent choices for the prior, the probabilities

pj = 1=L could be used.
To implement a MCMC algorithm, introduce the model indicator I 2 f1; :::; Lg, which
indicates which of the L priors is true. One wishes to simulate from the joint posterior distribution of (fi g; ;  2; I ). As before, the i are simulated independently from the densities

f (yi jh(i ))(i ; ;  2). Given that the model indicator I = j , one simulates (;  2) from the
bivariate density proportional to
n
Y
i=1

(i ; ;  2)j (;  2):

One cycle of the MCMC iterations is completed by simulating I from f1; :::; Lg with probabilities proportional to fpj j (;  2)g:
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3 A MCMC algorithm to obtain a Bayesian test of a reduced model
As in the previous section, consider the basic exchangeable model
1. yi ji independent from f (yi ji), where i = E (yi)
2. i = g (i) are independent from N (;  2)
3. (;  2) are independent with  distributed N (0; 2 ) and  2 distributed from  ( 2);
where  ( 2) is an arbitrary distribution placed on the variance hyperparameter. To construct a test of the hypotheses H :  2 = 0, K :  2 > 0, a discrete/continuous prior
distribution needs to be constructed for  2 . Suppose that, with probability p0,  2 = 0, and,
with probability 1 ? p0 ,  2 is assigned a density ( 2). Then the Bayes factor in support of
the alternative hypothesis K over H is given by

R1
2
2 2
P
(
y
j
K
)
BF = P (yjH ) = 0 mm((yyjj 2)=(0))d ;

where m(yj 2) is the marginal density of the observed data y for a xed value of  2. The
posterior probability of the alternative hypothesis is given by P (K jy) = (1 + 1?p0p0 BF ?1 )?1 .
See Berger and Delampady (1987) for a general discussion of this method in testing point
null hypotheses.
Values of the Bayes factor can be computed from a simulated sample of values of the
marginal posterior density of  2 . A priori the hypotheses  2 = 0 and  2 > 0 have respective
prior probabilities p0 and 1 ? p0 . From the simulated sample, one can estimate the posterior
probabilities of the hypotheses p1 = P ( 2 = 0jy) and 1 ? p1 = P ( 2 > 0jy). The Bayes
?p1 )=p1
factor is computed as the ratio of the posterior odds to the prior odds BF = (1
(1?p0 )=p0 :
To simulate from the joint posterior distribution, the following MCMC scheme is used.

First, rewrite the rst stage of the exchangeable prior model as i =  + i ; where i
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is distributed N (0;  2). To simulate from the posterior density of (f ig; ;  ), we block
the parameters into the subsets (f ig;  ) and , and simulate variates in turn from the
distribution of (f ig;  ) conditional on , and the distribution of  conditional on (f ig;  ).
To simulate from the conditional distribution of (f ig;  ), a Metropolis/Hastings type
algorithm is used. Suppose that ( (g); f i(g)g) represent the current value of the parameters.
Generate a candidate value from the proposal distribution q (; f ig). This proposal distribution rst generates a value of  ,  (c) , and then generates a vector f i(c)g conditional on
the simulated value  (c) . Compute the acceptance probability PROB =maxf1, q g, where
Qn

(c)
(c)
(c)2
(c)2
(o) (g)
q = Qni=1 [f (yi jh((ig) ))( (g); 0;  (g)2)]( (g)2)q( (c); f i(g)g) :
i=1 [f (yi jh(i ))( ; 0;  )] ( )q ( ; f i g)
If a uniform random variate, U , is smaller than PROB , then the candidate vector ( (c); f

(c)g)

is accepted; otherwise the algorithm remains at the current vector value ( (g); f (g)g). A
Metropolis algorithm is also used to simulate from the conditional distribution of .
The success of this algorithm depends on a suitable proposal density q (; f ig). This proposal density can be constructed using an approximation to the posterior density. This is described here for the binomial/logit model; a similar approximation can be developed for exponential family densities. Approximately, the empirical logit zi = log((yi + :5)=(ni ? yi + :5))
is approximately normal with mean  + i and variance i2 = 1=(yi + :5) + 1=(ni ? yi + :5).
Conditional on  and  , the posterior densities of the i are approximately independent
normal with mean and variance
1
)=i2 ; v =
:
^i = (zi ?
2
1=i + 1= 2 i 1=i2 + 1= 2
Using this approximation, the proposal density q is de ned as follows.
1. Simulate a value of  from the mixed prior density

p0f 2 = 0g + (1 ? p0)f 2 > 0g( 2):
14

Call the simulated value  (c) .
2. If  (c) = 0, then the proposed values of i are all identically zero. If  (c) > 0,
then simulate i from independent normal distributions with respective means and
variances ^i and vi .
In the cancer mortality example discussed in the next section, the above algorithm is
run using a discrete distribution ( 2) over a set of plausible  2 values, say 12 ; :::; H2 . A
large prior probability p0 is chosen for  2 = 0, so that the algorithm will visit this value a
sucient number of times to obtain an accurate approximation to its posterior probability.
From the empirical frequencies of the values 0; fh2g from the simulation run, the posterior
probabilities are calculated and these are converted to values of the Bayes factor. Speci c
comments about the choice of grid of  2 values and the accuracy of this simulation algorithm
will be made in the example of section 4.1.2.

4 Examples

4.1 Cancer mortality data
4.1.1 Introduction
To illustrate the methods described in Sections 2 and 3, consider the cancer mortality data
analyzed in Tsutakawa et al (1985). One is interested in simultaneously estimating the
rates of death from stomach cancer for males \at risk" in the age bracket 45-64 for the 84
largest cities in Missouri. For the i th city (i = 1,..., 84), one observes the number ni at
risk and the number of cancer deaths yi . Suppose that the fyi g are independent binomial
with respective probabilities of death fpig. If the cancer death rates are not believed to
vary signi cantly across cities (small or large) and across males in this age range, then it
may be reasonable to believe a priori that the rates are exchangeable. This prior belief can
15

be modeled (as in Section 2.1) by letting the logits i = log(pi =(1 ? pi )) be independent

N (;  2), and then assigning  and  2 independent N (0; 2) and IG (a; b) distributions,
respectively.

4.1.2 Fixed or random e ects model?
First, one may question if a random e ects model is appropriate for this data set. A simpler
model would be a xed e ects model in which the probability of death is the same across
cities. Is there sucient evidence that the death rates fpi g do vary between cities? One
can test the hypothesis that p1 = ::: = pn by computing a Bayes factor for the equivalent
hypothesis that  2 = 0 against the alternative hypothesis that  2 equals some positive value

02 . Table 1 illustrates the Bayes factor computations using the MCMC algorithm described
in Section 3. First, a grid of equally spaced values of log( 2) was chosen and a prior was used
which placed probability .5 on the value  2 = 0 and the remaining .5 probability uniformly
over the positive  2 values on the grid. In this example, a vague prior distribution was
chosen for the hyperparameter . Next, the MCMC algorithm was run for m = 100,000
iterations and the posterior probabilities were estimated by the relative frequencies of the
simulated values on the grid.


0
.041 .061 .091 .135 .202
Prior
.5 .0625 . 0625 . 0625 . 0625 . 0625
Posterior
.0689 .0151 .0278 .0697 .1762 .2823
Bayes Factor
1.00 1.75 3.23 8.09 20.4 32.4
log(Bayes Factor) 0
.242 .509 .908 1.31 1.51

.301 .449 .670
.0625 . 0625 . 0625
.2614 .0932 .0053
30.2 10.7
.62
1.48 1.03 ?:21

Table 1: Bayes factors to test xed-e ects model for cancer mortality data set.
To gauge the accuracy of these computed Bayes factors, an alternative computational
method can be used. The marginal density of y conditional on  2 can be written as the
16
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Figure 1: Values of the log Bayes factors computed using adaptive quadrature (smooth
curve) and MCMC (plotted points) for cancer mortality data set.
(n + 1)-dimensional integral
Z

n
Y

m(yj 2) = f f (yijh(i ))(i; ;  2)digd:
i=1

For a xed value of , the integrand in fi g is a product of n one-dimensional integrals,
each of which can be computed by quadrature. Then the outer integral in  is computed by
quadrature. Each (univariate) integral is evaluated by the algorithm of Naylor and Smith
(1982). Figure 1 contains results from these calculations. The \exact" values of the log
Bayes factor for various values of log  (computed by the direct integration method) are
plotted as a smooth curve. The corresponding values that appear in Table 1 (computed from
the MCMC simulation method) are also shown in the gure. Note that all the simulationbased estimates lie close to the smooth curve, indicating that the MCMC algorithm has
provided accurate estimates.
It should be also noted from Table 1 and Figure 1 that, as  increases, the values of the
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Figure 2: Plot of empirical logits against logarithms of the sample sizes for the cancer
mortality data set.
log Bayes factor rst increase and then sharply decrease when log  is approximately ?:6:
In addition, the log Bayes factors are in the 1 ? 1:5 range for an interval of  values. (A grid
of  values should be chosen to cover the value at which the Bayes factor is maximized.)
This analysis provides some support for a random e ects model with a positive value of  .

4.1.3 Fitting the exchangeable model
=2
As a rst look at the mortality data, Figure 2 plots the empirical logits flog niy?i +1
yi +1=2 g

against the logarithms of the sample sizes fni g of each city. The two parallel lines of points

in the plot correspond to observations that have death counts of 0 and 1. Generally, the
variability of observed logits is relatively large for the smaller cities. More accurate estimates
for these cities can be obtained by borrowing information across all cities.
Consider the use of the basic MCMC algorithm described in Section 2.1 with the hyperparameter values set at 0 = 0, 2 = 1000, a = 5 and b = 1. These values re ect relatively
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Figure 3: Posterior means of the logits for the cancer mortality data set.
vague prior beliefs about the location of the second stage parameters. Figure 3 contains
the plot of the posterior means of the logits fi g. On comparing the plots in Figures 2 and
3, it can be noted that the observed logits of the smaller cities are shrunk substantively
towards an average mortality value. This model appears to have a much smaller e ect on
the mortality rates for the larger cities, since their respective posterior means are close to
the observed logits.
Next we examine the merits of the initial modeling assumptions. Note from Figure 3
that several of the posterior means appear to be somewhat distinct from the main group
of observations. We thus consider an alternative outlier model which can accommodate
unusual values of the i . We also examine if an alternative link function can provide a
better t.
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Figure 4: Posterior outlying probabilities using outlier exchangeable model for the cancer
mortality data set.

4.1.4 Fitting an outlier model
Consider the scale-in ated mixture model described in Section 2.2 and suppose that, a
priori, each logit i is distributed N (0;  2) with probability .95 and distributed N (0; 3 2)
with probability .05. Equivalently, the unknown scale multiple Ai is equal to 1 and 3 with
prior probabilities .95 and .05, respectively. Suppose that the second stage hyperparameters
take the same values as in the basic model. The posterior probability that Ai = 3, for each
city, is obtained from the MCMC algorithm described above. The results are plotted in
Figure 4. Note that one city has a large posterior outlying probability, suggesting that this
city may have an usually large mortality rate.
Although this new model has identi ed a possible outlier, it is not clear that it is a
signi cant improvement over the basic exchangeable model. To check this, a new model
was run with an indicator variable which selects the basic model or the outlier model. With
the prior probability of each model set at 0.5, the posterior probability of the basic model
20

was estimated to be .88. Thus, although the outlier model has identi ed one possible outlier,
it has not led to a signi cantly better t than the basic exchangeable model.
The MCMC algorithm with model indicators can also be used to investigate the suitability of the choice of a logistic link for this data set. The main problem is to de ne some
plausible alternative link functions for this data set. In Section 2.3, a class of symmetric
link functions mapping the real valued  to the probability p was proposed. However, these
functions are \matched" only for values of p in an interval about .5, and this will be unsuitable for this example, where the mortality rates are close to zero. A closely related family
of transformations is the power family (Tukey, 1977)


gv (p) = av 1 ?p p

v

+ bv :

The choices v = 0; av = 1; bv = 0 give the logistic link, and, for alternative power values v ,
the constants av and bv can be chosen to match the logistic link for a particular interval of

p values (Emerson and Stoto, 1983). For this data set, an average mortality rate is p = :001
and, for the choices v = ?:5 and v = :5, values of the linear constants can be found so
that the transformation gv (p) has the same value as the logistic link at p = :001 and the
derivative at p = :001 has the same value as the logit. Figure 5 plots three inverse link
functions hv () : the logistic cdf function and the two alternative link functions for the
range of  values in this example. Using the terminology of Tukey (1977), the power value

v = :5 is one step away from the logit towards a linear link function and the value v = ?:5
has one step greater curvature than the logit.
For this example, the simulation was performed using a mixture model with equal prior
probabilities for the three link functions and the second-stage hyperparameters set as above.
After m = 2000 cycles of the algorithm, the posterior relative frequencies of the links

v = ?:5; 0; :5 were estimated to be .18, .52, .30, respectively. Thus, for this data set, the
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use of the logistic link is preferred, and the \more linear" link v = :5 is more preferable
than the \more curved" link v = ?:5. This analysis is not intended to be a thorough study.
However, it gives support to the use of the logit link in combining proportions from related
experiments.

4.2 Placement test data
4.2.1 Introduction
As a second example, consider an item analysis from a mathematics placement test. At
Bowling Green State University, freshmen are given a 32 multiple choice test to aid in
mathematics class placement. For a sample of 200 students, the number of correct answers
is recorded for each question. Figure 6 plots the observed logits log

? number correct 

number incorrect

against

the question number.
Let pi denote the probability a student answers question i correct, i = 1, . . . , 32. It is
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Figure 6: Plots of observed logits against question number for math placement data set.
clear from the gure that a xed e ects model in which the pi are equal is not reasonable
| the problems appear to di er in terms of the level of diculty. However, it is not clear
from this gure if the alternative random e ects/exchangeable model is suitable. Many
of the observed logits are in the ?1:5?.5 range. A few questions, however, appear to be
relatively easy (logits values from 1 to 2) and there appears to be slight downward trend in
the graph. These observations in the graph are consistent with knowledge of the test items.
The questions that test basic algebra skills are relatively easy compared with questions on
trigonometry or questions on simplifying algebraic expressions containing fractions.

4.2.2 Fitting a partial exchangeable model
The above comments motivate the consideration of a partial exchangeable model as described in Section 2.2. Consider the simplest model of this type, in which there are two
classes of questions and, within a class, the questions are believed to be exchangeable. This
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model requires the speci cation of second-stage hyperparameters which specify the locations of the two groupings of logits fi g. For this example, the values (m1; 1) = (?1; :01),
(m2; 2) = (1:4; :01), (ai; bi) = (10; 1) are used. These values of the hyperparameters re ect
the prior belief that the two groups of logits will cluster about the values ?1 and 1.4. This
prior belief is strong by giving small standard deviations to the parameters 1 and 2 . In
addition, the relatively large shape parameter value ai = 10 is chosen for i2. This re ects
the prior belief that the logits will cluster towards these two groups.
As described in Section 2.2, one introduces new parameters fgi g, which indicate the
group membership for each of the 32 questions and then uses the MCMC algorithm to simulate from the joint posterior distribution of the entire set of parameters. Figure 7(a) plots
the posterior means of the logits fi g against the observed logits for all of the questions.
Figure 7(b) plots the ratios of the posterior standard deviations to the classical standard
errors of the logits. With this selection of hyperparameter values, this model classi es most
of the questions into one of the two categories. The posterior probabilities of the fgi g were
close to 0 or 1 for 28 of the 32 questions. For a particular question, the posterior mean
shrinks the observed logit towards the mean logit for the group for which that question has
been classi ed. The most interesting aspect of this gure is the behavior of the posterior
standard deviations in the bottom graph. The usual standard error of the observed logit
q

is given by yi?1 + (ni ? yi )?1 , where yi and ni are the number correct and sample size,
respectively, for the ith question. Generally, the posterior standard deviations are smaller
than these standard errors, re ecting the added precision from combining the data from
related questions. However, the posterior standard deviations of the questions with group
membership probabilities not close to 0 or 1 are signi cantly larger than the classical standard errors. These particular questions are not easily classi ed into one of the two groups
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Figure 7: Plots of posterior means of the logits (a), and ratios of the posterior standard
deviations to the classical standard errors (b) for math placement data set.
and the relatively large posterior standard deviations re ect the con ict in this classi cation.

4.2.3 Checking the second-stage prior
One way to investigate the suitability of the \two-groups" assumption in the partial exchangeable model is to consider a mixture prior for the values of the hyperparameters

fmig. The values of m1 and m2 give the prior locations for the two groups and, as the distance jm1 ? m2 j approaches zero, the two-groups model reduces to the basic exchangeable
model. A prior distribution was chosen that placed equal probabilities on the seven pair
of values (m1; m2) = (?1; 1:4); (?:8; 1:2); (?:6; 1:0); (?:4; :8); (?:2; :6); (0; :4); (:2; :2). The
values of the hyperparameters ( 1; 2; a1; a2; b1; b2) were set to the same values (.01, .01, 10,
10, 1, 1) that were used in the initial partial exchangeable t. The simulation algorithm
was rerun|the pair (m1 ; m2) = (?1; 1:4) received a posterior probability of .31 and the
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pair (?:8; 1:2) a probability of .62 and no other pair had a signi cant posterior probability.
Thus it appears that the data support the partial exchangeable model over the basic model.
In other words, there is some evidence for the data clustering into two groups.
Another concern in the above tting procedure is the speci cation of the second-stage
prior on the variance parameters 12 and 22 . The hyperparameters a1 and a2 a ect the
general location of these priors. As the value of ai increases, the prior for i2 places
more mass towards zero. A large value of ai re ects the prior belief that that the logits in that particular group will cluster. To assess the choice of di erent values for a1
and a2 , a prior was selected that placed equal probabilities on the hyperparameter values
in the set f(a1; a2); ai = 1; 2; 4; 8; 16g. The remaining hyperparameter values were set to
(m1; m2; 1; 2; b1; b2) = (?1, 1.4, .01, .01, 1, 1). The posterior probabilities obtained by
a simulation run are displayed in Table 2. The marginal posterior probabilities are also
shown. We see that there is support from the data for hyperparameter values of a1 between
2{4 and values of a2 between 1{2. Since there is a larger group of dicult questions, there
is more support (a larger value of ai ) for shrinkage of the logits in this group towards an
average value.

a1

1
2
4
8
16

1
.04
.10
.18
.06
.00
.38

2
.04
.09
.16
.05
.00
.34

a2

4
.02
.05
.08
.03
.00
.17

8
.01
.02
.03
.01
.00
.07

16
.01
.02
.01
.00
.00
.04

.11
.28
.46
.15
.00
1

Table 2: Posterior probabilities of variance hyperparameters a1 and a2 for partial exchangeable model.
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5 Conclusions
This paper has presented a general method of robustifying a Bayesian hierarchical model.
By the use of discrete mixtures, one can criticize the choice of prior and link function in a
hierarchical generalized linear model. We have shown how the mixture approach can also
be used to build outlier and partial exchangeable models. These models are particularly
relevant when a large number of parameters are simultaneously being estimated and the
prior belief of exchangeability may have to be questioned.
One attractive feature of the proposed mixture model perturbation approach is that it
requires straightforward elaborations of standard MCMC methods for tting exchangeable
models. Indeed, this methodology can be applied to other models that share the same
basic hierarchical structure and choice must be made amongst a set of contending models.
In future research, we plan to explore the usefulness of this approach in the context of
alternative classical and Bayesian approaches for selecting models.
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